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How does MPanel Shade Designer Work?
A powerful, yet easy to use wizard interface guides the user through
each aspect of designing and patterning a custom shade sail. Simply
follow the step-by-step tabs to achieve a full production ready project,
all without any additional CAD system, or drafting experience required!
Enter relevent project information like client data, project number, units
of measure and the number of shades required. Shade Designer will
utilize this information to automatically complete your production team
and customer based reports.

Materials

Create your own custom databases for fabric materials, edge types
and corner / connection hardware, or choose to download the data
directly from the fabric supplier.
Simply specify the number of connection points (up to six) and enter
the site dimensions, edge curve and connection details into the form.
Shade Designer automatically runs the calculation, builds the 3D
model and creates the flat, 2D patterns.

Measurements

See multiple views of the
shade to ensure that the
results are as you intended
before any fabric is cut.

Automatically produce fully dimensioned, cut ready patterns for your
shade. You decide on hem width
& seam allowance as well as the
number of panels that you want.

MPanel
Shade Designer
A complete design and
patterning software with
no additional CAD
system or drafting
experience required!
Developed exclusively
for the custom shade
sail industry.

Includes a Bill of Materials
and Estimation page too!

(For use on Windows 2000,
Windows XP (32 & 64 bit),
Windows Vista and
Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit
platforms.)

Visualization

Fabric Pattern

www.shadedesigner.com

The automatically generated Production Report is
printable and complete with detailed information
on all components including corner hardware and
cable lengths. Shop staff can utilize the sign-off
form at the bottom as each step is completed.

Production
Report
A set of HDPE fabric shade sails designed and
patterned with MPanel Shade Designer software.
Location: near Victoria, Australia - Photo courtesy of
Structureflex Pacific.

Visualization
Report

MPanel Shade Designer
is a stand-alone shade sail design and patterning
software, that requires no additional CAD system.
Recommended for companies and individuals creating
shade sail structures constructed with HDPE knitted
fabrics, MPanel Shade Designer provides everything
you need in order to design, panel and produce your
tensioned-fabric shade sail project.

Use the Visualization Report to
convey the design concept and color
choices to your client. The report
includes a signature area at the
bottom to record their approval and
acceptance of the project.
For more information on MPanel Shade Designer or to request a FREE evaluation copy
please contact a distributor or email us at “support@mpanel.com”
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The easy to follow, step-by-step interface guides the
user through each phase of the process ensuring the
best possible result with no guessing. Try it for
yourself today!

